WHY CHOOSE
LASER Systems?

FULLY MOBILE

SOFT PLAY

OUTDOOR PURSUITS

TRI-COLOUR GUNS

PRINTERS OPTIONS

FOR ALL AGES

JUST SOME OF THE REASONS WHY OUR LASER Guns ARE
THE UK’S BEST SELLERS

Fully Mobile Our mobile systems have proved to be very popular with all kinds of events both
indoors and out. From Corporate team building seminars to private birthday parties. Setting the
system up takes less than 30 minutes, and when it’s packed away fits in a medium sized van / trailer.

Soft play Since the introduction of our Laser Storm guns into the soft play market in April
2002, site owners have discovered a profitable way to utilise their play area as a “laser
arena” when the younger children have left. With software to enhance each game and the
ability to create league tables for the more serious gamers, this system is becoming
increasingly popular with established and new soft play sites alike.

Outdoor Pursuits With ever increasing environmental issues, Laser Storm is a clean, (and
painless), alternative to paint ball. With the ability to “load” the guns with limited lives and
shots, game scenarios and formats can be easily changed for each event. All you need is
an area in which to play.

For All Ages Over the years we have found that all age groups enjoy playing Laser Storm.
Because our guns do not use backpacks or harnesses, people of all ages and sizes can use
the equipment. Harness’ that are made to fit adults and teenagers, can be a problem for
smaller children, as the harness usually ends up around their knees and ankles, creating a
tripping hazard. Our guns are fitted with shoulder straps that are easily and quickly adjusted
for each player depending on their size.
Tri-Colour Guns Some manufacturers only supply guns that are fitted with lights of one
colour, (half of the set green, half red). With our system each gun can be one of 2 colours so
team sizes can easily be altered depending on the players experience.
The guns are fitted with high capacity batteries, and a standard 7 hour full charge will allow
for well over 12 hours of continuous use, so you won’t have to worry about recharging half
way through a busy event. They will even let you know when they require charging.

Printer Options A small handheld ticket printer is available, usually for the mobile
operator. The ticket shows the Player their Gun number, colour, shots fired, the amount of
times they’ve been hit and their final score. You can even advertise your business with 5
lines of programmable text at the bottom of the printout.
With our Computer Interface you can download the guns to your PC and print a more
detailed “Mission Report” on a desktop printer. This shows Player Name, Team Name,
Position and Battle Statistics. Again there is the facility to add your details to the report sheet,
Telephone number, Web site address, etc:
After Sales Service Our after sales service is second to none. We strive to supply our
customers with the very best repair service available. Guns are repaired and shipped the day
that we receive them, so you will not be without a complete set for more than 3 days, (UK
operators only). Just contact any of our existing operators and ask!
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